
RUN 
WITH  
THE WIND

A new way for ballooning from Busca - NW of Italy 



WHY RUNNING WITH THE WIND?
A great opportunity to open your flight horizons in a unique enviroment  with
breathtaking landscapes , travelling long distance emotions

 An open sky to fly in an amazing enviroment

 Winds that allow long distance flights mainly from
October to March. You can reach Venice in 5 hours

 A unique emotion to run the wind. 
Ready to take off?

An idea of  : Supported by:



John Aimo Balloons is the  balloon operator, with licensed flight school
managed by the experienced aerostatic flight instructor John Aimo, with more
than 10,500 flying hours and several distance records. Together w would like
experiencing the balloon flight in a new way, letting ourselves be carried away
and learning to run  the wind for long distances in an unique sky

Datameteo Educational OdV is a no profit regisyered association with
volunteers, experts in flight and meteorology, able to promote and support on
the ground, sports and tourism activities with hot air balloons.

Run safe the wind supported 
before, during, after the flight



Busca Italy (Cuneo)
Latitude: 44 ° 30 '39.229 "N
Longitude: 7 ° 28 '15.450 "E
Altitude above sea level: 499 m

We have selected and tested a series of  take-off locations 
 in Busca and in the surrounding area, in order to guarantee
an optimal flight experience with a unique landscape, with in
the background the Monviso.

The main take-off is at  The Ingenuity Museum park. The
area is managed by the Ingenium APS Association and is
equipped with an innovative realtime weather station

Other take-off points have been evaluated and chosen at the
mouth of the Maira Valley or towards the plain, to take
advantage of the  different expected wind flows to enjoy the
Monviso unqiue  landscsape or to  experience your long-
distance flight. In 5 hours you can land in Venice
Some take-offs are directly close the place of
accommodation

WHERE DO WE TAKE OFF FROM?



Long distance balloons fligh
educational master experience
taking off from Busca -NW of Italy

RUN WITH THE
WIND



Accurate flights
planning to be ready
to run the wind for a

long distance
ballooning
experience

Briefing on site, on the
air traffic airspaces

involved,
communication

procedures, for a safe
flight   planning

Area for trailers
storage and gas

refueling, with
dedicated assistance
and ground support

for your long distance
flight experience

LONG DISTANCE FLIGHT EDUCATIONAL 
Experience the sensation to run with the wind

 Best period October to March
You can fly with your own balloon or use one of the ours

We can manage this educational experience  in a very flexible way

We will discover the
realtime weather

monitored take off
areas to choose the

best local  flight
paths

When landed, let
yourself be inspired by
our hospitality and the

beauties of our area
and live them with our

experiential tourism
proposals



 BUSCA BALLOON FESTIVAL  
 

COLORING THE SKY BALLOONING



Accurate
ballooning fiesta
tasks and flights
planning to be

inspired and fully
your flight

experience with
us

Realtime weather
monitored take off

areas to choose
the best local
flight paths  

Briefing on site, on
the air traffic

airspaces
involved,

communication
procedures,  for a

safe flight
planning

BUSCA BALLOON FESTIVAL 
Balloon Fiesta could take place in October

Take advantage of the morning katabatic wind that comes from the mouth of the
Maira Valley for a unique ballooning experience

Fly in front of the Monviso, with breathtaking views
Let yourself be inspired and pampered before, during and after the flight

 
 
 

Area for trailers
storage and gas

refueling, with
dedicated

assistance and
ground support  

When landed, let
yourself be inspired by
our hospitality and the

beauties of our area
and live them with our

experiential tourism
proposals



Phone
+393245509545
+393356061927

Email 
datameteoedu@gmail.com

john@aimoballons.com

Web
https://datameteo.education

https://www.aimoballoons.com

QUESTIONS? 
We are here to answer.. 


